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SECTION-I 

This section contains 25 questions: 

I. Consider the set S = ( 2, 3, 4 ....... 2n + I), 

2. 

3. 

where m is n positive integer than 2007. 
Define X as the average of the odd 
integers in S and Y as the average of the 
even integers in S. What is the value of X 
-Y? 
a 0 
b. 

I 
c. -n 

2 
n+l 

d. 
2n 

e. 2008 
Ten years ago, the ages of the members of 
a joint family of eight people added up to 
231 years. Three years later, one member, 
died at the age of 60 years and a child 
born during the same year. Afterr/ter 
three years, one more member die 
at 60, and a child was b om t unn th 
same year. The current ｡ｶ･ｲ ｾ Ｎ ｾ＠ e o · s 
eight-member joint fam0 stto: 
a 23 years 
b. 22 years 

ｾＮ＠ ｾｾｾＺＺ ｾｳ＠ + 
e. ＲＴｹ･ ｾ＠
ａ

Ｑ
ｾ ｾ ｾ＠ (x tisfies f(l) = 3600, and 

ｦＨｬ ｾ＠ ...... +f(n) = n2f(n), for all ..$: . '"" l. ... , •• .,.,.,, 
c. 200 
d. I 00 
e. 120 

4. Suppose you have a currency, named 
Miso, in three denominations: I Mi so, I 0 
Miso s and 50 Mi so s. In how many ways 
can you pay a bill of I 07 Misos? 
a 17 
b. 16 

5. 

c. 18 
d. 15 
e. 19 
A confused bank teller ｴｲ｡ｮｳｾ＠ A., the 
rupees and paise when he ｣｡ｳ ｾ＠ ｣ｨ ｾ ･＠

for Shailaja, giving her ｲｵｰ ｾ ｜Ｎｾｾ Ｚ ｾ ､＠ of 
paise and paise ｩｮｳｴ･｡ ｾ Ｎ＠ ｲｵ ｾ ｳＮ＠ 'i>.fter 
buying a toffee for p ･ ｾ ｨ｡ｩｬ＠ aj a 
noticed that she ｷ ｾ ｳ＠ I · th actly three 
times as much s th amount on the 
cheque. Which o e £ owing is a valid 
statement about the c eque amount? 
a ｏｶ･ｲ ｾ ｊＮ Ｗ Ｍｴｵ ｴ＠ I ess than Rupees 8 
｢Ｎ ｾ ｾ＠ 22 but less than Rupees 

' Jupees 18 but less than Rupees 

ver rupees 4 but I ess than Rupees 5 
ver Rupees 13 but less than Rupees 

14 
How many pairs of positive integers m, n 

. fy I 4 I h . dd satts -+-=-, w ere n ts an o 
m n 12 

integer less than 6 0? 
a 6 
b. 4 
c. 7 
d. 5 
e. 3 

Direction for questions 7 to 10: Each question 
is followed by two statements A and B indicate 
your responses based on the following 
､ｩｲ･｣ｴｩｶ･ｾ＠

if the question can be answered using a alone 
but not using B alone. 

7. The average weight of a class of I 0 0 
students is 4 5 kg. The class consists of two 
sections, I and 11, each with 50 students. 
The average weight, Wt• of Section I is 
smaller than the average weight W11' of 
Section II. If the heaviest student say 
Deepak, of Section II is moved to Section 
I, and the lightest Student, say Po on am, of 
Section I is moved to Section II, then the 
average weights of the two sections are 

................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ :.!1 



switched, i.e., the average weight of d. If the question cannot be answered 
Section I becomes Wn and that of Section even using A and B together. 
II becomes W1. What is the weight of 10. Rahim plans to draw a square JKLM with 
Poonam? a point 0 on the side JK but is not 
A. W1 - W1 = 1.0 successful. Why is Rahim unable to draw 

B. Moving Deepak from section II to I the square? 
(without any more from I to II) makes A. The length of OM is twice that of OL. 
the average weights of the two sections B. The length of OM is 4 em. 
equal. a If the question can be answered 

a If the question can be answered using a alone but not using B alone. 
alone but not using B alone. b. If the question can be ｾ･＠ usurg 

b. If the question can be answered using B alone but not using A al . 
B alone but not using A alone. c. If the question ｣｡ｮ ｾ ｡ｮ＠ e 'd using 

c. If the question can be answered using A and B together, lt not sing either 
A and B together, but not using either A or B alone. ｾ＠
A or B alone. d. If the questi c ot be answered 

d. If the question cannot be answered even using A an ogether. 
even using A and B together. ｾ＠ + 

8. ABC Corporation is required to maintain DIRECTIOJIIS stions 11 to 12: Ctt:les A 
at I east 40 0 Kilolitres of water at all times and B ｡ｲ ｾ ｴｦ ｮ＠ ｾ＠ t:lme zones A IS located 
in its factory, in order to meet safety and 30 00 km e t of The table below descnb es the 
regulatory requirements. ABC 1 s ｳ｣ｨ･ ＡｩｴｬｴｾＬ＠ f rime operatmg non-stop fhghts 
considering the suitability of a spherical b ｾ ･＠ A B All the t:lmes mdtcated are local 
tank with uniform wall thickness for the d on ' same day 
purpose. The outer diameter of the tank is Departure Arrival 

Ttme 
to meet ABC's requtrements? B 8: 00 am A 3. 00 pm 
A. The inner diameter of the ｴ｡ｮ ｾ ｡ｴ＠ A 4:00pm B 8:00pm 

I east 8 meters. Assume that planes cruise at the same speed in 
B. The tank weighs 30,000 lkg he both directions. However, the effective speed is 

empty, and ts made ｯｦ ｾ＠ influenced by a steady wind blowing from east to 
density of 3gm/cc. ･ ｾ＠ " . west at 50 km per hour. 

a If the question can 1i e lo" ' re;CI using a 
alone but not using I> on II. What is the time difference between A and 

b. If the ｱｵ･ｳ ｾ ﾷ＠ o can be answered using B? 
B alone bu t ingt'A alone. a 1. hour and 3 0 minutes 

c. If ｴｨ･ ｾｾｾ ﾷ＠ be answered using b. 2 hours 
､ ｾ Ｈ＠ ｴ ｯ ｾ ･ｲＬ＠ but not usmg etther c. 2 hours and 30 minutes 

d ｾ ｾ ［ｴＺｬ＠ on cannot be answered d. 1 hour 
e. Cannot be detennined 

ng A and B together. 
9. der integers x, y and z. What is the 

12. What is the pi ane' s cruising speed in km 
per hour? 

mum possible value of X2 + i + Z2
? a 700 

A. X+ y+Z= 89 b. 500 
B. Among x, y, z two are equal 
a If the question can be answered using a 

alone but not using B alone. 
b. If the question can be answered using 

B alone but not using A alone. 
c. If the question can be answered using 

A and B together, but not using either 
A orB alone. 

c. 600 
d. 500 
e. Cannot be detennined 

DIRECTIONS for questions 13 to 14: Shabnam 
is considering three alternatives to invest her 



surplus cash for a week. She wishes to guarantee 
maximum returns on her investment. She has 
three options, each of which can be utilized fully 
or partially in conjunction with others. 
Option A: Invest in a public sector bank. It 
promises a return of+ 0.1 0%. 
Option B: Invest in mutual funds of ABC Ltd. A 
rise in the stock market will result in a return of 
+5%, while a fall will entail a return of-3%. 
Option C: Invest in mutual funds of CBA Ltd. A 
rise in the stock market will result in a return of-
2. 5%, while a fall will entail a return of+ 2%. 

13. The maxtmum 
Shabnam is 
a 0.25% 
b. 0.10% 
c. 0.20% 
d. 0.15% 

guaranteed return to 

16. 

17. 

For general n, consider any two members 
of S that are friends. How many other 
members of S will be common friends of 
both these mernb ers? 

I 
a 2(n2 -5n+8) 

b. 2n-6 
I 

c -n(n-3) 

: j;:._,.,,.) ｾ＠
In a tournament, ｴｨ ｾ＠ n terms 
TrT2 T,. wtth ｮ ｾｾ ｲｭ＠ conststs 
of k pi <ijers k > 3 e ll owtng p atrs of 
teams have one play f common 

14. 

T1 & ｔ Ｒ Ｎ ｾ ｩ＠ +.:T,_1 & T •• and T. & 

ｔ Ｑ Ｎ ｳ ｾ ｲ＠ of teams has any pl<ijer 
e. 0 · 30% in om n. How many pi ""ers are 
What strategy will malnmtze the ｾ＠ · g in the tournament ｣ｾｾｳｩ､･ｲｩｮｧ＠
guaranteed return to Shabnam? tt &t J-ll e n terms together? 
a I 00% m option A (k-1) 
b. 3 6% in option B and 64% in option C 

d. 113 in eachofthe three options c. n(k-2) 
e. 3 0% m option A, 32% m option B an ( ) 

38%inoptionC ｾ ＧｬＺｦ＠ : ｾｮＺｾＩｾｫＭｬＩ＠
18 Consider four digit numbers for which the 

DIRECTIONS for questions 15 a et S . first two digits are equal and the last two 
be the set of all pairs (i,J.) ｷｨ･ｲ ｾ ｬ＠ n3 4. digits are also equal. How many such 
Any two distinct members S are called numbers are perfect squares? 
"friends" if they have ｯｮ ｾ ｯｮｳｬｩ＠ of the pairs a 

3 

Ｚｾｾｾｾｾｮｮ＠ ::. Ｎ ｾ ･ｮ･＠ ＺＮ ｾ ﾷｾ ｴ ｾＲｴＰＬ［Ｉｾ＠ ＨＡｾＩＺ＠ b. 2 
(2,3), (2,4), ＨＳ［ ｾ ＮＮＮＮＮＮ｟＠ ｲ ｾ Ｈ ＱＬＲＩ＠ and (1,3) are C. 4 
friends, ＨＱＬＲＩ ＨＧ ｾ＠ \io) Ｐ ｾ＠ also friends, but (1,4) d. 0 
and (2,3) are e · . e. I 

ＱＵ ｾ ｲ＠ ｧ ｾ ［Ｚ Ｌ＠ how many enemies will Directions for questions 19 to 20: Mr. David 
a ember of Shave? manufactures and sells a single product at a fixed 

n-3 price in a niche market. The selling price of each 
unit is Rs. 3 0. On the other hand, the cost, in 

b. ｾＨｮ Ｒ ＭＳｮＭＲＩ＠ rupees, of producing x units is 240+bx+cil, 

c. 2n-7 

d. ｾ＠ (n2 -5n+6) 

where b and c are some constants. Mr. David 
noticed that doubling the daily production from 2 0 
to 4 0 units increases the daily production cost by 

2 66-%. 
3 

However, an increase in daily production from 4 0 
to 60 units results in an increase of only 50% in 



the daily production co st. Assume that demand is 
unlimited and that Mr. David can sell as much as 
he can produce. His objective is to maximize the 
profit. 

c. -110 
d. -180 
e. -105 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

How many units should Mr. David 
produce daily? 
a 130 
b. I 00 
c. 70 
d. 150 

Directions for question 24 to 25: Let a1 = p and 

q = q, where p and q are positive quantities. 

Define a. = pb•-r b = qb•-r for even n > I, and 

a. = pa._rb. = qa•-r for odd n > I. 

24. Which of the following t 
e. Cannot be detennined a.+ b, for even n? 0 
What is the maximum daily pro fit, in 1 
rupees, that Mr. David can realize from his a q ＨｰＡｾ

Ｑ
ｽｾＭｬ＠ (p +() 

business? _ 
a 620 b qp2 (p+q) 

920 
c. 840 

e. Cannot be detennined d. q2 ( + '2" 

kilogram) is I 00+0. !On, on the nth day of pq)2•-l (p+ q )2" 
The price of Darj eeling tea (in rupees per 'tJ 1 1 

2007 (n = 1,2,3, .... 100) and then remains 5:. 113 and g = 2/3, then what is the 
constant. On the other hand, the price ｾ ｯｦ＠ smallest odd n such that a + b < 0. 0 I ? 
Ooty tea (in rupees per kilogram) is • • 
89+0 .15n, on the nth day of 20 07 (n a 7 
1,2 ... .365). on which date in 2007 will b. 13 

equal? d. 9 
prices of these two varieties of'lf c. 11 

a May21 ;f e. 15 
b. April11 

c. May20 0 
d. April!O 

e. June30 ｾ＠
Two circles with ｴ･ｲ ｾ＠ and Q cut each 
other at tweid1 . ｾ ｯｩｮｴｳ＠ A and B. The 
eire! es h ame radii and neither P 
nor Q fall wi 1 the intersection of the 
eire! es. is the small est range that 

• all possible values of the angle 
n egrees? 
tween 0 and 90 
tween 0 and 30 

c. Between 0 and 60 
d. Between 0 and 75 
e. Between 0 and 4 5 
A quadratic function f(x) attains a 
maximum of 3 at x = I. The value of the 
function at x = 0 is I. What is the value of 
f(x) atx= 10? 
a -119 
b. -159 

SECTION-II 

This section t:ontains 25 questions 

Directions for questions 26 to 29: Answer the 
following questions based on the information 
given below: 

A health-drink company's R&D department is 
trying to make various diet formulations, which 
can be used for certain specific purposes. It is 
considering a choice of 5 altemati ve ingredients 
(0, P. Q, R, and S), which can be used in different 
proportions in the formulations. The tab! e bel ow 
gives the composition of these ingredients. The 
cost per unit of each of these ingredients k 0: 15 0, 
P 50, Q 200, R 500. S 100. 

I ln!!!edient I Composition 



0 
p 

Q 

s 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29 

Carbo Protein Fat% Minerals 
Hydrate % % 
% 
50 30 10 10 
80 20 0 0 
10 30 50 10 
45 50 0 5 

For a recuperating patient, the doctor 
recommended a diet containing. I 0% 
minerals and at least 3 0% protein. In how 
many different ways can we prep are this 
diet by mixing at least two ingredients? 
a One 
b. Two 
c. Three four 

DIRECTIONS for questions 30 to 33: Each 
question is followed by two statements, A and B. 
Answer each question usmg the following 
instructions: 

30. In a particular school, sixty students v. ere 
athletes. Ten among them were also 
among the top academic performers. How 
many top academic performers were in the 

school? ｾ＠
A. Sixty per cent of the to ade . 

performers were not athl et'-. · 
B. All the top ｡｣｡､･ｮｵ ｛ｬｾ ｮ ｾ ｳ＠ were 

no: necessarily athl es. 
a If the ｱｵ･ｳｴｩｯ ｾ ｡ｮ＠ answered by 

using the state ent alone but not by 
using the statem alone. 

d. None b. If ｴｨ ･ ｩｯ ｾ ｣｡ｮ＠ be answered by 
Which among the following ts the using t ｳ ｾ ･ｭ･ｮｴ＠ B alone but not by 
formulation having the lowest cost per unit G tement A alone. 
for a dieth av-ing I 0% fat and at least 30% c. question can be answered b > 
protein? The diet has to be formed by rt£ ather of the statements alone. 
mixing two ingredients. ｾ＠ the questton can be answered by 
a P and Q ng both the statements together but 
b. P and S ｾ＠ not by etther of the statements alone 
c. P and R e If the question cannot be answered on 
d. Q and S the basts Of the two statements 

e RandS fli Ftve students Atul, Bala Chetan Dev and 
In what proportion P, Q and S sh d Emesto were the on! y ones who 
nuxed to make a diet ha111ng at e tAro• participated in a quiz contest. They were 
carbohydrate at the lowest p l:r.,--url f; t= ranked based on their scores in the contest. 
a 2 I 3 

0 
Dev got a higher rank as compared to 

b 4 1 2 Chetan. Chetan' s rank was lower than the 
c 2 1 4 median. Who among the five got the 

d 3 1 2 ｾ＠ highest rank? 
e. 4: 1: 1 + A. Atul was the last rank hoi der. 

B. Bala was not among the top two rank 
The ｣ｯ ｾ＠ • ning to launch a holders. 
balanced et re ·red for growth needs of 
｡､ ｾ ｬ･ｳ＠ ldren Thts diet must contam a If the question can be answered by 

O'r. each 0 f carbohydrate and using the statement A alone but not by 
p n, more than 2 5% fat and at least using the statement B alone. 

nerals Which one of the followmg b. If the question can be answered by 
nations of equally m1xed mgredients using the statement B alone but not by 

eastb!e? using the statement A alone. 
a 0 and p c. If the question can be answered b > 
b. R and s using either of the statements alone. 
c. p and s d. If the question can be answered by 
d. Q and R usinbg bothth thefshtatements to gealther but 
e. 0 and s not y et er o t e statements one. 

e. If the question cannot be answered on 
the basis Of the two statements. 

32. Thirty percent of the employees of a call 
centre are males. Ten percent of the female 



33. 

employees have an engmeenng Volume of I 000 900 1100 1200 1200 
background. What ts the percentage of Foduction and 
male employees with engmeenng sale (Units) 

ｾｃｾｯ］ｾ］ｳｾ｣ｒｳｾＩＭ ＭＭｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾ＠
background? Material 50000 45100 55200 59900 60000 
A. Twenty five per cent of the employees ｴＭｌＺＢ｡ＢＢ｢ＢＧｯｵｲ］ＭＭＭＭｴＭＲｾＰＧＺＧＰＰｾＰＧＫｾＱＸｾＰＧ］ＧｯｯＧＫｾＲＲｾＱｾＰＰＧＫｾＲＴＧＺＢＱｾＵＰＧＫｾＲＴＰｾＰＺＺＭｉｏ＠

have engineering background. ｴＭｃｾｯｮＺＺＺＺ］ｾＢＢ｢ｬＢＢ･ＭｳＭＭＫＭＺＲｾＰＰＺＺＺＰｾＱＭＲ［ＮＺＲＺＺ］ＰＺＺＺＰ＠ ］ＴＭ］ＱＸｾＰ［Ｚ［ＰｾＱＭＧＱｾＶＺＺＭＰＰｾｦＮＭ］ＺＱＴＰｾＰＺＺＺＮＭｪ＠

B. Number of male employees having an Rent of 1000 1000 1100 1100 1200 
engineering background is 2 0% more 1-bui::""·l,di"'·ng "'----:-+--:-::::-+=-+-:::-::---li--:::-::--+-::::,----J 
than the number of female employees Rates and 400 400 400 400 lo..400 
having an engineering background. t-tax:::::;e::s,....----:+::=-1-:::::::--+=::-+:= r ａ ｴ Ｍｾ ｲＭＱ＠

a If the question can be answered by Repair and 800 820 780 Ｑ ｾ＠ ＸＰ ｾ＠
maintenance r.l "'-. 

using the statement A alone but not by e>coenses I"' 1• 
using the statement B alone. ｉＭｏＺＺＺＺｰｊＺＺ･ｲｾ｡ｴｭｧｾＭｾＭＭＫＳＭＰＭＰＰＭＰＫＲＢＢＷＭＰＭＰＰ ＬＺ ＭＫ ｉｩｴ ＭＳ ｴ ｾ ｡ ｯ ｾｾ ＬＮ［Ｚ ＬＶ ｴ［ｾ ｴＰ ＮＮＮＬＲｪｩ ＭＫ ＮＺＮＮ ＳＶＭＰＭＰＭｉｏ＠

b. If the question can be answered by ｣ｯ｡ｾ＠ of 
using the statement B alone but not by ＱＭｭｾ｡｣｢ｩｮｾﾷ＠ ｾ･［Ｚ｟ｳ＠ ＭＭＭＫＭ］］Ｇ］ＢＢＢＫ］ ｾｾｾｾｾ ］ＭＫ］ｾ＠
using the statement A alone. Selling and 5750 ＵＸ ｾ＠ 5' 57 50 5800 

c. If the question can be answered b> marketing \_. 
expenses 1 

using either of the statements alone. Ｇ ｾ＠ ｾｾ＠ • 

usmg o e statements toge er ut ruJ1 es, ｩｦ ｬｩ＿ ＿ｯ ｾ ｰ｡ｮｹ＠ produces and sells 
d. Ifthebquthesthtion can be answerthed bby 34. ｗｨ ｾ ｩ＠ ｾ ｦｬＮ ｯｸｩｭ｡ｴ･＠ cost per unit in 

nfotthby etther of the statemb ents alonde. ｾ ｴＡｬｬ ｩ ｴｬＧ ｭ＠ the year 20 077 
e. I e question cannot e answere on o"4.,.. 

the basis Of the two statements. 
In a football match, at the half-time, ｾ＠ · 7 

Mahindra and Mahindra Club was ｴｲ｡ｴ ｾ ｬ ｾ ｩｮｧ＠ ｾ＠ d. : Ｚｾ＠
by three goals. Did it win the match? 
A. In the second-half Mahindra e. 116 

M ah. dr Cl b d £ a1 35 What is the minimum number of units that 
tn a u score our go fis. · 

B. The opponent scored four goal 10 the company needs to produce and sell to 
match. avoid any loss? 

a If the question can ｢ ｾｾﾷ Ｌ＠ ere y a 313 
using the ｳｴ｡ｴ･ｭ･ｮ ｾ ｯｮ･＠ · ｾ ｴ＠ by b. 350 
using the statement a! e c. 3 84 

b. If the question c e swered by d. 747 
using the ｳｴ｡ｴ ｾ ｮｴ＠ B -one but not by e. 928 
using the ｳ ｾＨｬ ｴｾ ｾ ｴ＠ A..'"'aione. 36. If the company reduces the price by 5%, it 

c. If ｴｨ ｾ ･＠ Ｔｾｾ ｾ ｾ ｾ Ｍ be answered b> can produce and sell as many units as it 
using ｾｩｨ Ｇ･ｱ＠ the statements alone. desires. How many units the company 

d. If ill te. estion can be answered by should produce to maximize its pro fit? 
ｾｾ ｴｨ･＠ statements together but a 1400 
ｊ ｾ ｩｴｨ･ｲ＠ of the statements alone. b. 160 0 
the question cannot be answered on c. 180 0 
e basis Of the two statements. d. 190 0 

e. 2000 
DIRECTIONS for questions 34 to 37: Answer 37. Given that the company cannot sell more 
the following questions based on the information than 170 0 units, and it will have to reduce 
given below: the price by Rs. 5 for all units, if it wants 
The following table shows the break-up of actual to sell more than 1400 units, what is the 
costs incurred by a company in last five years maxtmum profit, m rupees, that the 
(year 2002 to year 2006) to produce a particular company can earn? 
product: a 25,400 

!I IYear IYear IYear IYear IYear I b 24 400 
i I 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 . ' 



c. 31,400 
d. 32,900 
e. 32,000 

c. Except vegetarian females, all other 
groups haves same number of students. 

DIRECTIONS for questions 38 to 41: Answer 
the following questions based on the information 
given below: 

d. Except non-vegetarian females, all 
other groups have same number of 
students. 

e. All of the above groups have the same 
number of students. 

The proportion of male students and the 
proportion of vegetarian students in a school are 
given bel ow. The school has a total of 80 0 
students, 80% of whom are in the Secondary 
Section and rest equally divided between class II 
and 12. 

DIRECTIONS for questions 42 to 45: ｾ ｷ･ｲ＠

the following questions based on the ｾ ｲｭ＠ ·on 
given below: ｾ＠

The Table shows the ｣ｯｭｰ｡ｲ｡ｴｩｶ ･ ｾ ﾷ＠ 1 US 
Dollars, of major surgeries ｩｮ ｾ ｾ Ｍ ｾ＠ select 
few Asian countries. ,( ·-- ｾ＠ ,. 

38. 

39. 

I'Aale (M) V e!letarian (V) 

Class 12 
Class II 
Secondary 
Section 
Total 

0.60 
0.55 0.50 

0.55 

0.475 0.53 

Procedure ｃｯｭｰ｡ｲ｡ ｾ Ｑ＠ e-t ｯ ｾ ＺＺＮＱ ﾧ ｟＠ USA and 
some AsiaJI counti1'es in US D ollarSI 

Heart Bwass 130000 1000fi0 >JAt:oo 18500 9000 
Heart Valve 
R""1acement 
ｾ｡ｳｴｶ＠

16? ｾ ｾ ＰＰ Ｎ＠ 10000 12500 9000 

.1\ 000 13000 13000' 11000 
9000 12000 12000 10000 

What ts the percentage 
students in Class 12? 

of vegetarian 
Hip I 430 JO ... 
Ren1acemenL\ 

a 40 
b. 45 
c. 50 
d. 55 
e. 60 

Hvsted ctoll. !lmo 3ooo 45oo 6ooo 3ooo 
ｾ ｬｬ］ ｌ＠ .40ooo 85oo 10ooo 13ooo 8ooo 
R;;'i 1ace,1n..en 
'l.!l..a! Fuston 62000 5500 7000 9000 6000 

ｾ＠ ｾ＠ ｾ ｱｵｩｶ｡ｬ･ｮｴ＠ of US Dollar in the local 
｟ＧＭＮＧｾ ｣ｵｲｲ･ｮ｣ｩ･ｳ＠ is <riven below: 

ｾＮＺＢＧｾｾｾｾ＠ I US Dollar equivalent 
In Class 12, twenty five per c ［ｮ ｴｬｯ ｪ ｾ ｾ＠ India 4 o. 928 Rupees 
vegetanans are male. Wha ｴｳ ｾ ･＠ . . . 
difference between the numu ｣ｾ Ｎｮ＠ a1 e Malavsta 3. 51 Ringits 
vegetarians and male noflj + s? Thailand 32.89 Baths 
a Less than 8 Sin.,anore I. 53 S Dollars 
b. 1 0 • A consulting firm found that the quality of the 

ｾＮ＠ Ｚｾ＠ ｾｾ＠ + ｾＺＡｾＺｳｾｾｾｾ＠ ｾ･ｾｾｯｾｾｵＡｾ＠ ｾｾ･ｳＺｾ･ｾ＠ ｭｾ［＠
16 ..... -.. ••. Ｚｾｾ＠ • have significant repercussions in future, resulting 

e. Ｎ ＮｽＮ ｾ ｾｾ Ｇ＠ in more cost in correcting mistakes. The cost of 
40 · ｾ ＡＬ ｾ ｲ｣･ｮｴ｡ｧ･＠ 0 f mate students in no or au ali tv of surgery is given in the table bel ow: 
ｾｾ Ｍ ＮＮＬＮＮ ｳ･｣ｴｩｯｮ＿＠ Procedure Comparative cost of poor quality in USA and 

ｾ ｾ＠ :::.. (tF· ;- : .. 
41. 

e. 60 
In the Secondary Section, 50% of the 
students are vegetarian males. Which of 
the following statements is correct? 
a Except vegetarian males, all other 

groups have same number of students. 
b. Except non -vegetarian males, all other 

groups have same number of students. 

Heart Valve 0 
Rep1acemen 
t 

astv 0 
Hip 0 
Rep1acemen 
t 
Hysterecto 0 
m;, 

5 4 5 5 

5 5 4 6 
7 5 5 8 

5 6 5 4 



Knee 
Replacemen 
t 

0 9 6 4 4 DIRECTIONS for questions 46 to 50: Answer 
the following questions based on the information 
given below: 

Spinal 
Fusion 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

0 5 6 5 6 A I ow-cost airline company connects ten India 
cities, A to J. The table below gives the distance 

A US citizen is hurt in an accident and 
requires an angiopl asty, hip replacement 
and a knee rep! acement. Cost of foreign 
travel and stay is not a consideration since 
the government will take care of it. Which 
country will result in the cheap est package, 
taking cost of poor quality into account? 

between a pair of airports and the corresponding 
price charged by the company. Travel is permitted 
only from a departure airport to an arrival airport. 
The customers do not travel by a route where they 
have to stop at more than two int ｑｬｬｩ Ｍｾｾ＠
airports ｾ＠ l ' 
Sector Aitport Airport ｄｩｳ ｾｩ＠ ｩＢｩｬＧｬＬ ｾ ＮＬＭ ･ ｾ ＮＮＮＬ＠
No. of of ｧ ｾ＠ (Rs.) 

a India Departure Arrival e ｾ Ｇ＠
,.- s 

c. Malaysia r 
d. Singapore I A B 14 .liii o 
e. USA 2 A C - 790 
Taking the cost of poor quality into 3 A ｾ＠ ｾ ﾷ＠... + 850 
account, which country/countries will be 4 A Ｇｾ ｉ＠ E)J 1245 
most expensive for knee replacement? 5 (If A r'F 134 5 

b. Thailand 

670 
1350 
1250 
1600 
1700 

a India 6 - ｾ ＢＢＭ )I G 1350 2450 
b. Thailand 7 lr A.. - H 1950 
c. M a! aysia s• .-K PI' C 1650 
d Smgapore ｾ＠ X ;.13 H 1750 

e India and Smgapore ｾ ｾＬＮＮＮＮＮＬ ｬ ｏ Ｇ＠ B I 2100 
Approximately, what d1fference m amo " ｾ＠ B J 2300 
In Bahts wtlllt make to a That ｃｉ ｾ ｚ＠ 1 ""i 12 C D 460 
she were to get a hysterectomy ne · 13 C F 410 
Ind1a mstead of tn her natiVfl. co tr)i 14 C G 910 
taking mto account the 90 ｾ Ｏｬ＠ of r 15 D E 540 
qual1ty? It costs 7500 Bahts"foll [UH<>'way 16 D F 625 
travel between ｔｨ｡ｩｬ｡ｮ ｾ ｩ ｾ ｾ＠ 17 D G 640 
a 23500 18 D H 950 

b. 40500 ｾ＠ 19 D J 1650 
c. 57500 + 20 E F 1250 
d. 67500 21 E G 970 
e. 7500 22 E H 850 

The ﾷ ･ ｾ ｵ･＠ mcreases to Rs. 35 for a 23 F G 900 
ｕ ｾ ｡Ｚ＠ Ｍ ＮＮＬ ｾ､＠ all other things including 24 F I 875 
qu 1 ｾ ｭ｡ｭ＠ the same. What is the 25 F J 970 

ximate difference in cost, in US 26 G I 510 
s, between Singapore and India for a 27 G J 830 

nal Fus1 on, taking this change into 28 H I 790 
account? 29 H J 400 

1850 
2000 
1900 
2450 
2275 
450 
430 
1100 
590 
700 
750 
1250 
2450 
1700 
1150 
875 
1050 
950 
1150 
550 
890 
970 
425 

a 700 30 I J 460 540 

b. 2500 
c. 4500 
d. 8000 
e. No difference 

46. What 1s the lowest price, m rupees, a 
passenger has to pay for traveling by the 
shortest route from A to J? 
a 2275 
b. 2850 
c. 2890 



47. 

48. 

49. 

50. 

d. 2930 DIRECTIONS for questions 51 to 53: The 
e. 3 34 0 passage given below is followed by a set of three 
The company plans to introduce a direct questions. Choose the most appropriate answer to 
flight between A and J. The market each question. 
research results indicate that all its existing Human biology does nothing to structure human 
passengers traveling between A and J will society. Age may enfeeble us all, but cultures vary 
use this direct flight if it is priced 5% considerably in the prestige and power they 
below the minimum price that they pay at accord to the elderly. Giving birth is a necessary 
present. What should the company charge condition for being a mother, but it is not 
approximately, in rupees, for this direct sufficient. We expect mothers to b a tn 

flight? maternal ways and to display ｊｬ ｲｩｾ＠ y 
a 1991 maternal sentiments. We prescrib a ｣ｬ ｵ ｾ＠ of 
b. 2161 norms or rules that govern the · o mother. 
c. 2707 That the so cia! role is i epen t of the 

274 5 biological base can bee ll:at . by going 
d. back three sentences. Gi g bi 1i 1s certainly not 
e 2783 · sufficient to be a mothe u as adoption and 
If the airports C,D and H are closed down fostering show, ｩ ｾ ﾷ＠ ot even necessary! 
owing to security reasons, what would be 
the minimum price, in rupees, to be paid The fine detail ｾ＠ VI a · s expected of a mother or 

a father or u I n differs from culture to 
by a Passenger traveling from A to J? culture, b eve w ere behaviour is coordinated 

a 2275 by ｴｾ ｣Ｑ＠ fQC nature of roles Husbands and 
b 2 615 1M v , ··nts and ch1ldren, employees, wat ters 
c 2 85 0 ｾ＠ o ers, teachers and pup1ls, warlords and 
d 2 94 5 ow ' , each makes sense only 1n 1ts relation to 
e 3190 ｾ ･＠ ther The term 'role' 1s an appropnate one, 
If the pnces mclude a margtn of 1 0% ov ｢ ｾ Ｇｵ ｳ･＠ the metaphor of an actor m a play neat! y 
the total cost that the company mcu expresses the rule-governed nature or scnpted 
what IS the muumum cost per ｫｩ ｾ ｾ ･ｲ＠ nature of much of soc1al hfe and the sense that 
that the company mcurs 10 flymg 0 so c1ety nature of much of soc1al h fe and the sense 
to J? ;:P that society is a joint production. Social life occurs 
a o. 77 only because people play their parts ( and that is 
b. 0. 88 0 as true for war and conflicts as for peace and I ove) 
c o 99 and those parts makes sense on! yin the context of 
d 

1 06 
the . overall show. The drama metaphor also 

· · ｾ＠ rernmds us of the artistic hcense avatlable to the 
e. I. 08 + players. We can play a part straight or, as the 
If the price in u margin of 15% over following from J.P. Sartre conveys, we can ham it 
the ｴｾ ｴ｡ｬ＠ t e company incurs, up. 
whic o g toll owing is the distance Let us consider this waiter in the cafe. His 
to e - in flying from A to J that movement is quick and forwarcl. a little too 

· \ tli e total cost per kilometer for precise, a little too rapid. He comes towards the 
the omp y? patrons with a step a !itt! e too quick He bends 

70 forward a little too eagerly; his voice, his eyes 
express an interest a little too solicitous for the 

c. 2315 order of the customer. Finally there he returns, 
d. 2 35 0 trying to imitate in his walk the inflexible stiffness 
e. 2 39 0 of some kind of automation while carrying his 

tray with the recklessness of a tightrope-walker 
..... All his behaviour seems to us a game ...... But 

SECTION-III what is he playing? We need not watch before we 
can explain it: he is pi aying at being a waiter in a 
caf6. 



The American sociologist Erving Go ffrnan built 
an influential body of so cia! analysis on 
elaborations of the metaphor of so cia! life as 
drama. Perhaps his most telling point was that it is 
only through acting out a part that we express 
character. It is not enough to be evil or virtuous; 
we have to bee seen to be evil or virtuous. 

53. 

e. Waiters would have stronger 
motivation to serve their customers. 

It has been claimed in the passage that 
"some roles are more absorbing than 
others". According to the pas sage, which 
of the following seem (s) appropriate 
reason (s) for such a claim? 

There is distinction between the roles we play and 
some underlying self. Here we might note that 
some roles are more absorbing than others. We 
would not be surprised by the waitress who plays 
the par! M such a way as to sing! e to us that she is 
much more than her occupation. We would be 
surprised and offended by the father who played 
his part ;tongue in check'. Some roles arc broader 
and more far-reaching than others. Describing 
someone as clergyman or faith healer would say 
far more about that person than describing 
someone as a bus driver. 

A. Some roles carry great expectations 
from the society preventing 
manifestation of the true self. 

B. Society ascribes so much 1 ortan 
to some roles that the ｣･ｰ ｾ＠ of 
self may get aligc fl e roles 
being performed. 

C. Some roles £e opment of 
skill and exp · se ｾ ｡ｶｩｮｧ＠ little time 
for mani festatio '4 1£. 

b. B o 
a Ao0 + 

51. c. ｾ ｩ｜Ｑ＠What is the thematic highlight of this d. ｾ＠

passage? (tt 
a In the absence of strong biological e B 

linkages, reciprocal roles provide the ｾ＠ NS f; • 
5
4-

56
. 

1 
h 

mechanism for coordinating human RE 0 or questios. · n eac 
behaviour. ｩＧ ｾ ｴｩ ｯｮＬ＠ there are five sentences or parts of 

b I th ab f · a! 1 ences that form a paragraph. Identify the 
. n e sence o rec1pro c ro es ( ) f ( ) th · 1 

b. 1 · a! T k · d sentence(s) or parts o sentences at 1s are 10choglc £10 ages d. pro11l rtfe ' correct in terms of grammar and usage. Then, 
me arusm or co or matmg . . 
b h . choose the most appropnate option. e a111our. 

o ｈｯｾ＠ ｢ｯｨｷｩｯｾ＠ io ｩ ｾ＠
54. I. When I returned to home, I began to 

d. ｾＡＺＺ｣｡ｬ＠ ｢ｾＺＺｾＺ･ Ｐ ｳ＠ : ends 

0

:: 2 ｾ｢ＺＺｲｹｴｨｩｮｧ Ｑ＠ I could get my hand on 
a out Israe. 

｢ｩｯｬｯｧｩ｣｡ｬ ｾ ｩ＠ kages reciprocal 
roles. + 3. That same year Israel's Jewish Agency 

d · · sent e. Recipro c etemune normative 
ｨｵｭ ｾ ｡ ｾ Ｑ＠ n society. 4. A Shaliach a sort of recruiter to 

tim · ld h b Minneapolis. 
Whic4; ｯ ｾ ｦ＠ e fo ! wtng wou ave een 5 I became of his most active 
true 1£ . . o gical linkages structured . one 
h devotees. ｾ ･ｴｹ＿＠

he role of mother would have been a C & E 

52. 

ＭＮＮｾＭＢＧ Ｂｮ･､＠ through her reciprocal b. C only 
relationship with her children c. E only 

b. We would not have been offered by the d. B, C & E 
fatherplayinghisriletonguein cheek'. e. C,D &E 

c. Women would have adopted and 55. I. So once an economy is actually in 
fostered chi! dren rather than giving recess1on 
birth to them. 2. The authorities can, in principle, most 

d. Even if warlords were physically the economy 
weaker than their followers, they 3. Out of slump assuming hypothetically 
would still dominate them. 4. That they know how to-by a temporary 

stimuli. 



a 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 

56. I. It is sometimes told that democratic 
2. government originated in the city-

states 
3. Of ancient Greece. Democratic ideals 

have been handed to us from that time. 
4. In truth, however, this is an unhelpful 

assertion, 
5. The Greeks gave us the word, hence 

did not provide us with a modeL 
a AB&D 
b. B, C&D 
c. B&D 
d. B only 
e. D only 

DIRECTIONS for questions 57-9.J: The passage 
given below is followed by a set of three 
questions. Choose the most appropriate answer to 
each question. 
Every civilized society lives and thrives on a 
silent but pro found agreement as to what is to 
accepted as the valid mould of experienc 
Civilization is a complex system of ､｡ｭｳＬ ａｖｾ＠
and canals warding 0 f( directing, and w i!ti ll n 
the inti ux of the surrounding fluid &!eme · · a 
fertile fen! and, elaborately ､ｲ｡ｩｮ･､ ｾ ｣ｴ･､＠
from the high tides of ｣ｨ｡ｯｴｩ ｾ ｮ＠ er ed, and 
inarticulate experience. In su i!tu e, stable 
and sure of itself ·thin onti ers of 
'naturalized' experience, the arts wield their 
creative power not so in width as in depth. 
They do not ere e." erience, but deepen 
and purify the ol orks do not differ from 
one another new horizon from a new 
horizon, madonna from a madonna 

The ｾ ﾷ＠ o s, o which are most vigorous in 
｣ｲ ｾ ｴｩ＠ sion seem to occur when the 
esta · d pattern of experience loosens its 
rigidity · thout as yet losing its force. Such a 
period was the Renaissance, and Shakespeare 'its 
poetic consummation. Then it was as though the 
discipline of the old order gave depth to the 
excitement of the breaking <NVay, the depth of job 
and tragedy, of incomparable conquests arid 
irredeemable losses. Adventurers of experience 
set out as though in lifeboats to rescue and bring 
back to the shore treasures of knowing and feeling 
which the old order had left f1 oating on the high 

seas. The works of the early Renaissance and the 
poetry of Shakespeare vibrate with the 
compassion for live experience in danger of dying 
from expo sure and neg! ect. In this compassion 
was the creative genius of the age. Yet, it was a 
genius of courage, not of desperate audacity. For, 
however elusively, it still knew of harbours and 
anchors, of homes to which to return, and o fbarns 
in which to store the harvest. The exploring spirit 
of art was in the depths of its conscious ｯ ｾ ｳｴｩｬｬ＠
<NVare of a scheme of things into w · o ｦｩ ｾ＠
exploits and creations. 
But the more this scheme ｯｾ ｳ＠ loses its 
stability, the more boundleu an uncharted 
appears the ocean of poGe · 1'.;El · ·on. In the 
blank confusion of inti e p otmti i ties flotsam 
of significance gets a to jetsam of 
experience; for "' hing is sea, everything is at 
sea- ,.. 

bo us; 
The sea is e ian« s edge also, the granite 

lnto1Q' Ｕｾ ･ｳＬ＠ the beaches where it tosses 
Its t lier and other creation .... And Rilke 
t.ift s a to tn which, as inT.S. Eliot's poem, it is 
ｾ＠ the sea and the distance of 'other creation' 
ｾ ｡ ｾ ･｣ｯｭ･ｳ＠ the image of the poet's reality. A 
ro · ng boast sets out on a difficult pas sage. The 
arsmen lab our in exact rhythm. There is no sign 

yet of the destination. Suddenly a man, seemingly 
idle, breaks out into song. And if the lab our of the 
oarsmen meaning! essly defeats the real resistance 
of the real waves, it is the idle sing! e who 
magically conquers the despair of apparent 
aimlessness. While the people next to him try to 
come to grips with the element that is next to 
them, his voice seems to bind the boat to the 
farthest distance so that the farthest distance draws 
it towards itself I don't know why and how, is 
Rilke's conclusion, 'but suddenly I understood the 
situation of the poet, his place and function in this 
age. It does not matter if one denies him every 
place - except this one. There one must tolerate 
him.' 

57. In the passage, the expression "like a 
Madonna from a Madonna" alludes to 
a The difference ansmg as a 

consequence of artistic license. 
b. The difference between two artistic 

interpretations. 
c. The different between 'life' and 

'interpretation o flife'. 



58. 

59. 

d. The difference between 'width' and 
'depth' of creative power. 

e. The difference between the legendary 
character and the modern day singer. 

The sea and 'other creation' leads Rilke to 
a Define the place of the poet in his 

culture. 
b. Reflect on the role of the oarsman and 

the singer. 
c. Muse of artistic lab our and its 

aimlessness. 
d. Understand the elements that one has 

to deal with 
e. Delve into natural experience and real 

waves. 
According to the passage, the term 
"adventures of experience" refers to 
a Poets and artists who are driven by 

courage. 
b. Poets and artists who create their own 

genre. 
c. Poets and artists of the Renaissance. 

61 

so cia! networks in which that process 
is embedded. 

b. Personification of a who! e 
Organization abstracts away from the 
particular actors and from traditional 
notions of level of analysis. 

c. The personification of a whole 
organization is important 
stories differ depending IS 

enacting various events. 
d. Every story is told from ｬｦｲＢ ｾＧｲｵ ｴｩ＠

point of view, with p 
narrative voice, we · 0 egarded 
as part of the deep s ctur 

e. The personia n a whole 
organization i a tex al device we use 
to make macr cl theories more 

N everthe e pl1btographs still retam some 
｣ｯｭ ｾ ｾｾ ｾ ｾ＠

of ｪｐ ｾ＠ allure that the earhest 
da& erreotrpes msp1red As obJects our 
' ｾ ｾ ｳ＠ have changed, they have 

e phys1cally fhms1er as they have 
d. Poets and artists who revitalize and e more technolog1cally 

enrich the past for us. p t:1 cated Daguerre produced p1ctures 

and Jetsam m sea. photo graphs never become tangible things, 
but instead remain filed away on 

DIRECTIONS for questions 60 to 62:if!i.f computers and cameras, part of the digital 
the following questions has a p ｡ｲ ｾ ｡ｧｲＺ｡＠ o ether that envelops the modem world. At 
which the last sentence has been delete Fro the same time, our patience for the 
given options, choose the sentence tl, m e es creation of images has a! so erode d. 
the paragraph in the most ｡ｰｰｲｯ ｾ ﾷ＠ " W a!, Chi! dren to day are used to being tracked 

from birth by digital cameras and video 
60. Characters are also part p structure. recorders and they expect to see the results 

Characters tie ev ts in a story together of their poses and performances instantly. 
and provide d of continuity and The space between life as it is being lived 

ri e·. can.he about individuals, and life as it is being displayed shrinks to a 
groups p · ec , r whole organizations, mere second. 
so ｾﾷ＠ an organizational studies a Yet, despite these technical 

c e, e focal actor(s) determine developments, photographs still remain 
ve and unit of analysis used in a powerful because they are reminders of 
Stories of mergers and acquisitions, the people and things we care about. 
ample, are commonplace. In these b. Images, after all, are surrogates carried 
who! e organizations are personified into battle by a soldier or by a traveler 

as actors. But these macro -level stories on holiday. 
usual! y are not told from the perspective of c. Photographs, be they digital or 
the macro-level participants, because traditional exist to remind us of the 
whole organizations cannot narrate their absent, ｴｨｾ＠ beloved, and the dead. 
exp enences m the first Person. . d. In the new era of the digital image, the 
a More . generally, data concernmg the images also have a greater potential for 

1 dent1t:1es and relat:lonshi ps of the fostering falsehood and trickery 
characters in the story are required, if ' 
one is to understand role structure and 



perpetuating fictions that seem so real 
we cannot tell the difference. 

paradigms of a mature scienti fie community can 
be determined with relative ease. 

e. .Anyway, human nature being what it That demands a second step and one of a 
1 s, little time has pas sed after somewhat different kind. When. Undertaking it, 
photography's invention became the historian must compare the community's 
means of living life through images. paradigms with each other and with its current 

62. Mma Ramotswe had a detective agency in research reports. In doing so, his object is to 
Africa, at the foot of Kg ale Hill. These discover what isolable el ernents, explicit or 
were its assets: a tiny white van, two implicit, the members of that community may 
desks, two chairs, a telephone, and an old have abstracted from their more ｧｬｯ ｾ ｡ｬｬｬ＠ ｾ ｴＬｳＮ ｭｳ＠
typewriter. Then there was a teapot, in and deploy it as rules in their rese Ｎａｮ ｹ ｾ ･＠

which Mma Ramotswe - the only private who has attempted to describe o ｡ｮ ｡ｬ ｹ ｾ＠ the 
lady detective in Botswana - brewed red evolution of a particular scia · ｾ ｯｮ＠ will 
bush tea . .And three mugs - one for hersel ( necessarily have sought ace ed p c1pl es and 
one for her secretary, and one for the rules of this sort. ａｬｭ ｾ ｳｴ＠ e will have 
client. What else does a detective agency met with at least p · su ess. But, if his 
really need? Detective agencies rely on experience has been at ik y own, he will 
human intuition and intelligence, both of have found the ee for ｾ ･ｳ＠ both more cliffi cult 
which Mma Ramotswe had in abundance. and less satisfy· g "'th'"e search for paradigms. 
a Bin there was a! so the view, which Some of ｾ＠ ｮ ･Ｎ［Ｚ ｪｬｬ ｺｾｴｩｯｮｳ＠ he employs to 

again would appear on no inventory. descnb e t1!'e--cow mumty s shared behefs wtll 
b. No inventory would ever include ｰｲ･ ｾ ･ｮ＠ :lie ｾ ｢ｬ･ｭｳＮ＠ Others, however, wtll 

those, of course. ' see a ｾｾ ｯ＠ strong. Phrased in just that way, 
c. She had an intelligent secretary too. ｾ ｾ＠ Y tlrer way he can 1magme, they would 

. o st amly have been reJected by some 
d. She was a goo4 detective and a ｧｯ ｾ ､＠ f th h eli N rth 1 ·f e1 ers o e group e stu es. eve e ess, 1 

woman. h f th ch d. . . b 
W 

. . ti co erence o e resear tra 1t1on 1 s to e 
e. hat she lacked 10 P 0 ssesslons w understood in terms of rules, some specification of 

more than made up by a natura common ground in the corresponding area is 
shrewdness rzi needed. As a result, the search for a body of rules 

competent to constitute a given normal research 
DIRECTIONS for questions 63.ct!' 65: e tradition becomes a source of continual and deep 

pu"'' giom bolow io 00llo1Zl "' """"'" 
questions. Choose the most ap o swer to Recognizing that frustration, however, makes it 
each question. possible to diagnose its source. Scientists can 
To discover the ｲ･ｬ｡ｴｩｯ ｾ ｴｷ･･ｮ＠ ' es, paradigms, agree that a Newton, Lavoisier, Maxwell, or 
and normal science c ｳｩ､ ｾ＠ first how the Einstein has produced an apparently permanent 
historian ｩｳｯｬ｡ｴ･ ｾ＠ articular loci of solution to a group of outstanding problems and 
commitment ｴｨ｡ ｾ＠ en escrib ed as accepted still disagree, sometimes without being aware of 
rules. ｃｬｯ ｾ ･＠ 1isto ·cal t\vestigati on of a given it, about the particular abstract characteristics that 
specialty ' time discloses a set of make those solutions permanent. 
recurren; quasi -standard illustrations of They cab, that is, agree in their identification 0 f a 
ｶ｡ｲｩｯ ｾ ｴ｜Ｑ＠ ries n their conceptual, observation a!, paradigm without agreeing on, or even attempting 
ｾｾ＠ ntal applications. These are the to produce, a full interpenetration or 
ｾｯｭ ｴｮＧｴＡ［ｑ ｹＧ＠ s paradigms, revealed in its textbooks, rationalization 0 f it. Lack of a standard 
lectures, and lab oratory exercises. By studying interpretation or of an agreed reduction to rules 
them and by practicing with them, the members of will not prevent a paradigm from guiding 
the corresponding community I earn their trade. research. Normal science can be determined in 
The historian, of course, will discover in addition part by the direct inspection 0 f paradigms, a 
a penumbral area occupied by achievements pro cess that is often aided by but does not depend 
whose status is still in doubt, but the core of upon the formulation of rules and assumption. 
solved problems and techniques will usually be Indeed, the existence of a paradigm need not even 
clear. Despite occasion a! ambiguities, the imply that any full set 0 f rules exists. 



63. 

64. 

65. 

' . : ., 

What is the author attempting to illustrate 
through this passage? 
a Relationships between rules, 

The critics censored [A)/censured [B] the 
new mo111e because of its social 
unacceptability. 

paradigms, and normal science 
b. How a historian would isolate a 

particular 'loci of commitment' 
c. How a set of shared beliefs evolves 

into aparadigm 
d. Ways of understanding a scientific 

tradition 

Amit' s explanation for missing the 
meeting was credulous [A)/credible [B]. 
She coughed discreetly £A)/discretely [B] 
to announce her presence. 
a BBAAA 

c. BBBBA 
e. The frustrations of attempting to define d. AABBA 

b. AAABA ｾ＠

a paradigm of a tradition e. BBBAA 
The term loci of commitment' as used in 67. The further [A] I ｦ ｾｨ＠ pushed 
the passage would most likely correspond himsel( the ｭｯｲ･ ｾ ｬ ｳ ｓｾ ･＠ grew 
with which of the following? For the crowds 1t as re of ah1stoncal 
a Loyalty between a group of scientists [A] I historic [B] 'ent or their leader, it 

in a research laboratory was just another day. 
b. Loyalty between groups of scientists The ｯｬ､ ｾ＠ ｾ ｨ･｡ｬｴｨｹ＠ distrust [A] I 

across research laboratories ｭｩ ｾ Ｚ ｴ＠ fo · all new technology. This 
c. Loyalty to a certain paradigm of fil 1s 6asl 1)11 a real [A]/ true [B] story. 

scientific inquiry ｾ ｳ ｵｳｯ ｬｩ ｣ｴｳ＠ that the compliment [A] I 
d. Loyalty to evolving trends of scientific ･ｾ ｴ＠ [B] was backhanded. 

1nqwry ｾ＠ ｾ ａｂ＠
The author of this passage is likely to BBBA 
agree wtth wluch of the followtng? ｾ＠ c. BAABA 
a Parad1gms almost ent1rely define d. BBAAB 

sc1enttf1c trad1t1on e. ABABA 

b A group of saentlsts mvestlg!rta 68 Regrettably [A]/ Regretfully [BJ I have to 

phoMmOM' ｾﾷ､＠ ｢ｯｍ Ｚ ｾ＠ ' dodiM ｹｯｾＧＢＧＢＧＢ＠a set of rules I am drawn to the poetic, sensual [A] I 
c Acceptance by the g1ants non sensuous IB] quality ofherpaintings. 

IS a sme qua non flj ar, dlgm to He was besides fA]/ beside [B] himself 
emerge ｾ＠ j with rage when I told him what I had done. 

d. Choice of isol Ｇ ｾ ｭ･｣ｨ｡ｮｩｳｭ＠ After brushing against a stationary [A] I 
determines tli type or paradigm that stationery [B] truck my car turned turtle. 
may emer o a ｾ ｩｴｩｯｮＮ＠

e. Paradl
. Asthewaterbegan to rise over [A] I above 

., neral representation 

ｦ ｾ＠ beliefs Of SCientifiC 
[B] the danger mark, the signs of an 

ｾｲ＠ rur n an a imminent flood were clear. 
a BAABA 
b BBAB T ｎｓ ｾ ｯｲ＠ questions 66 to 68: In each · 

questi , ｰｾ［ｉ ･＠ are four sentences Each sentence c. AAABA 
has · of"words/phrases that are italicized and d. BBAAB 
highli ed. From the italicized and highlighted e. BABAB 
word (s)/phrase (s), select the most appropriate 
word (s)/phrase (s) to form correct sentences. 
Then, from the options given, choose the best one. 

66. The cricket council that was [A] I were IB] 
elected last March is [A]/are [B] at sixes 
and sevens over new rules. 

DIRECTIONS for questions W to 71: The 
passage given below is followed by a set of three 
questions. Choose the most appropriate answer to 
each question. 
The difficulties historians face in establishing 
cause-and-effect relations in the history of human 
societies are broad! y similar to the difficulties 
facing astronomers, climatologists, ecologists, 



evolutionary biologists, geologists, and can also utilize large islands that have developed 
paleontologists. To varying degrees each of these complex societies in a considerable degree of 
fields is plagued. by the impossibility of isolation (such as Japan, Madagascar, Native 
performing replicated, controlled experimental American Hispaniola, New Guinea, Hawaii, and 
interventions, the complexity ansmg from many others), as well as societies' on hundreds of 
enormous numbers of variables, the resulting smaller, islands and regional societies within each 
uniqueness of each system, the consequent of the continents. Natural experiments in any 
impossibility of formulating universal laws, and field, whether in ecology or human history, are 
the difficulties of predicting emergent properties inherently open to potential methodological 
and future behaviour. Prediction in history, as in criticisms. Those include confounding e of 
other historical sciences, is most feasible on I arge natural variation in additional varia best 
spatial scales and over long times, when the the one of interest, as well as o ble s in 
unique features of millions of small-scale brief inferring chains of ｣｡ｵｳ｡ｴｩｯ ｾ ｯＮ＠ observed 
events become averaged out. Just as I could correlations between ｾ ｡｢＠ . Such 
predict the sex ratio of the next 1,000 newborns methodological ｰｲｯ｢ｬ･ｭ ｾ ･ ｾ＠ scussed in 
but not the sexes of my own two children, the great detail for some of e ｨｩｳ ｴＬ ｾｮ｣＠ sciences. In 
historian can recognize factors that made particular, epidemiology, ｾ ･ｮ｣･＠ of drawing 
iMoi,..lo dio brood '"''= of dio rollioi" i••=•• ｾＢ ｾ＠ dio=oo by oomporiog 
between American and Eurasian societies after groups of p eopl ( o by·retrosp ective historical 
13,0 0 0 years of separate developments, but not the studies), ｾ＠ long time successfully 
outcome of the 1960 U.S. presidential election. employed rmalize rocedures for dealing with 
The details of which candidate said what during a problems ·Jar to those facing historians of 
single televised deb ate in October 19 6 o could ｨｵ ｾ ｵｾ ﾷ＠ es 
have gtven the electoral 111 ctory to N1xon mstead It, s o cknowledge that it is much more 
of to Kennedy, but no detatls of who satd what ｾ ｣ｵ ｜＠ o understand human history than to 
could have blo eked the European conquest ｾ ｦ＠ ｜ ｵ･ ｾ ｳｴ｡ｮ､＠ problems 1n fields of sc1ence where 
N attve Amen cans ｨ Ｑ ｾ ｲｹ＠ IS urump ortant and where fewer mdi 111dual 

variables operate Nevertheless, successful 
How can students of human history ｰｲｯ ｾ＠ methodolo gt es for analyzmg h1stoncal problems 
the expenence of scientists tn other h\&to have been worked out tn several fields As a 
saences? A methodology that has proiecf e result, the histones of eli no saurs, nebulae, and 
mvolves the comp arattve method ｾ Ｍ｣＠ ed glac1ers are generally acknowledged to belong to 
natural exp enments Wh1le ｮ ｾ＠ as onlmers fields of & sc1ence rather than to the humanities 
studytng galaxy formation no h fJ stonans 
can marupulate the1r syste iJJ controlled 69 Why do 1slands 1M th considerable degree 
lab oratory exp enments, they oth can take of 1solat1on pro111de valuable ms1ghts mto 
advantage of natural en'ts, by comparing human history? 
systems differing i th ce or absence (or in a Isolated islands may evolve differently 
the strong or ect) of some putative and this difference is of interest to us. 

f r example, epi demi olo gists, b. Isolated i s1 ands increase the number of 
ｾｾｾ ｲＺ｟ ｾ ｧ･＠ amounts of salt to People 0 bservations available to historians. 

ve still been able to identify c. Isolated islands, eli ffering in their 
" s t intake by comparing groups of endowments and size may evolve 

ｾ ｾ ｾ ｷ＠ already differ greatly in their salt differently and this difference can be 
intake, d cultural anthropologists unable to attributed to their endowments and 
provide human groups experimentally with 
varying resource abundances for many centuries, 
still study long- term effects of resource 
abundance on human societies by comparing 
recent Polynesian populations living on islands 
differing naturally in resource abundance. 
The student of human history can draw on many 
more natural experiments than just comparisons 
among the five inhabited continents. Comparisons 

SIZe. 

d. Isolated islands, eli ffering in their 
endowments and size, provide a good 
comparison to large islands such as 
Eurasia, Africa, Americas and 
Australia 



e. Isolated islands, in so far as they are 
inhabited, arouse cw1osity about how 
human beings evolved there. 

70. According to the author, why is prediction 
difficult in history? 
a Historical explanations are usually 

broad so that no prediction is possible. 
b. Historical outcomes depend upon a 

I arge number of factors and hence 
prediction is difficult for each case. 

c. Historical sciences, by their very 
nature, are not interested in a multi tude 
of minor factors, which might be 
important in a specific historical 
outcome. 

d. Historians are interested in evolution 
of human history and hence are only 
interested in long -term predictions. 

e. Historical sciences suffer from the 
inability to conduct controlled 
experiments and therefore have 
explanations based on a few long -term 
factors. 

71. According to the author, which of the 
following statements would be true? 
a Students of history are 

significant opportunities by 
conducting any natural experimerti 

b. Complex societies inhabi tin' e 
i s1 ands provide great oppo tti £ 
natural experiments. 

c. Students of ｨｩｳｴ ｾ ｯｯ ｲｹＮ＠ are tn1-ssing 
stgru ficant opp ortOru y not 
studying an adequa · of natural 
experiments ｾ＠

d. A ｵｮｩｱ ｾ ･＠ ｢ ｾ ｭ＠ f$ ed by historians 
is their ·na establish cause and 
effect a · ips. 

e. C t· r anthropologists have 
ve · o the pro bl ern of confounding 

·, es through natural experiments. 

D for questions 72 to 75: In each 
qu • e are five sentences/paragraphs The 
sentence/paragraph I abel ed A is in its correct 
place. The four that follow are labeled B, C, D and 
E, and need to be arranged in the logical order to 
form a coherent paragraph/passage. From the 
given options, choose the most appropriate option. 

72. 
A. In America, highly educated women, 

who are in stronger position in the 

lab our market than less qualified ones, 
have higher rates of marriage than 
other groups. 

B. Some work supports the Becker thesis, 
and some appears to contradict it. 

C. And, as with crime, it is equally 
in cone! usive 

D. But regardless of the conclusion of any 
particular piece 0 f work, it iss d to 
establish convincing co · e · ns 
between family changes ono c 
factors using convention pro es. 

E. Indeed, just as e . e, an 
enormous acaderni iter e exists on 
the validity G e economic 
approach to e ev !uti on of family 
structures. 

a BC2J + 
b. DB 

｣Ｎ ｅｾ＠
､Ｎ ｾ＠

;j ｾ ｳｯｮ｡ｬ＠ experience of mothering and 
ｾ＠ motherhood are largely framed in 

relation to two discernible or "official" 
discourses: the "medical discourse and 
natural childbirth discourse". Both of 
these tend to focus on the "optimistic 
stories" of birth and mothering and 
underpin stereotypes of the "good 
mother". 

B. At the same time, the need for medical 
expert guidance is also a feature for 
contemporary reproduction and 
motherhood. But constructions of good 
mothering have not a! ways been so 
conceived - and in different contexts 
may exist in parallel to other equally 
dominant discourses. 

C. Similarly, historical work has shown 
how what are now taken-for-granted 
aspects of reproduction and mothering 
practices result from contemporary 
"pseudoscientific directives" and 
"managed constructs". These changes 
have led to a refraining of modem 
discourses that pattern pregnancy and 
moth erho od leading to an acceptance 
of the need for greater expert 
management. 

D. The contrasting, overlapping, and 
ambiguous strands within these 



74. 

frameworks focus to varying degrees 
on a woman's biological tie to her 
child and predisposition to 
instinctively know and be able to care 
for her child. 

E. In addition, a third, "unofficial popular 
discourse" comprising "old wives" 
tales and based on maternal 
experiences of childbirth has also been 
noted. These discourses have also been 
acknowledged in work exploring the 
experiences of those who apparently 
do not "conform" to conventional 
stereotypes of the" good mother'. 

a EDBC 
b. BCED 
c. DBCE 
d. EDCB 
e. BCDE 

75. 

Indonesia's "democratic transition" has 
been anything but linear. 

a BDEC 
b. CBDE 
c. CEBD 
d. DEBC 
e. BCDE 

A. I had six thousand acres of ｬｾ ､＠
had thus got much spare ｾ＠ be es 
the coffee plantation. ｐ ｾ＠ f farm 
was nattve ｦｯｲ･ｳｴＬ ｾ ｯｵ＠ one 
thousand acres ｷ･ ｾ ･＠ sq ｴｴ ｾ Ｇ＠ land, 
what the ｋｩｫｵｾ ＮＮ｣ ｡ｬ＠ d th shamb as. 

B. The ｳｱｵ｡ｴｴ･ｲｳﾷ ｾ Ｌ＠ ore intensely 
alive than the st o e farm, and was 
｣ｨ｡ｮ ｾ ﾷｮ＠ with seasons the year 
roun mait e grew up higher than 
your • a ou walked on the narrow 

• ed footpaths in between the 
A. Indonesia has experienced dramatic rustling regiments. 

shifts in its formal governance ｾ＠ q atters are Natives, who with 
arrangements since the fall of President ｾ＠ • ir families hold a few acres on a 
Soeharto and the close of his hite man's farm, and in return have 
centralized, authoritarian "New ｏｲｾ､ Ｚｴ ･ｲＢ＠ ｾ＠ to work for him a certain number of 
regime in 1997. days in the year. My squatters, I think, 

B. The political system has taken its pi saw the relationship in a different light, 
in the near! y I 0 years since Re1fjo . ast for many of them were born on the 
began. It has featured the active o . farm, and their fathers before them, 
for political office ｾ＠ and they very likely regarded me as a 
proliferation of ｰ｡ｲｴｩ･ ｾ Ｍ ce , sort of superior squatter on their 
provincia! and district levfljj , irect estates. 
elections for the @2(J:e •61 (since D. The Kikuyu also grew the sweet 
2 004): and radical g in centre- potatoes that have a vine like leaf and 
I ocal ｧｯｶ･ｲｮ ｾ ｮｴ＠ r ons towards spread over the ground like a dense 
｡､ｭｩｮｩｳｴｲ｡ ｾ ･Ｎ＠ fisc+ and political entangled mat, and many varieties of 
､･｣･ｮｴｲ｡ｬｩ ｺＢ ｾ＠ big yell ow and green speckled 

C. The ｾ ｴ｟ ､ｴ｡Ｌ＠ once tidily under pumpkins. 
S ｾ ｨ Ｕ ｳ ｾＧｵ ｭ｢Ｌ＠ has experienced E. The beans ripened in the fields, were 

Ｌ｣Ｎ ｳ ｩｾ ｾ＠ liberalization, as has the gathered and thrashed by the women, 
ｾ ｾ ｾ ｢Ｍ ｡ ｳｩｳ＠ for non-governmental and the maize stalks and coffee pods 

gantzations, including many were collected and burned, so that in 
dicated to such controversial issues certain seasons thin blue columns of 
corruption control and human rights. smoke rose here and there all over the 

D. Such developments are seen farm. 
optimistically by a number of donors a CBDE 
and some external analysts, who b. BCD E 
interpret, them as signs of Indonesia's c. CBED 
political normalization. d. D BCE 

E. A different group of analysts paint a e. ED BC 
picture in which the institutional forms 
have changed, but power relations 
have not. Vedi Hadiz argues that 


